Correction of motion artifacts from cardiac cine magnetic resonance images.
An image registration method was developed to automatically correct motion artifacts, mostly from breathing, from cardiac cine magnetic resonance (MR) images. The location of each slice in an image stack was optimized by maximizing a similarity measure of the slice with another image slice stack. The optimization was performed iteratively and both image stacks were corrected simultaneously. Two procedures to optimize the similarity were tested: standard gradient optimization and stochastic optimization in which one slice is chosen randomly from the image stacks and its location is optimized. In this work, cine short- and long-axis images were used. In addition to visual inspection results from real data, the performance of the algorithm was evaluated quantitatively by simulating the movements in four real MR data sets. The mean error and standard deviation were defined for 50 simulated movements as each slice was randomly displaced. The error rate, defined as the percentage of non-satisfactory registration results, was evaluated. The paired t-test was used to evaluate the statistical difference between the tested optimization methods. The algorithm developed was successfully applied to correct motion artifacts from real and simulated data. The results, where typical motion artifacts were simulated, indicated an error rate of about 3%. Subvoxel registration accuracy was also achieved. When different optimization methods were compared, the registration accuracy of the stochastic approach proved to be superior to the standard gradient technique (P < 10(-9)). The novel method was capable of robustly and accurately correcting motion artifacts from cardiac cine MR images.